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It was decided in a departmental meeting held in the month of January, 2023 in presence of Honourable 
Principal of the college to install one meteorological observatory at college premises to provide daily local 
weather report and forecast as a part of community service . This was in accordance with the 
guidance provided by the Honorable Principal . 
Departmental faculties Dr. Manikuntala Kanrar , H.O.D., Prof. Rajib Patra and Manoj Adak 
(Alumnus of the department) visited Alipore Meteorological station on 13/02/2023 to have guidance on 
the matter from the IMD officials and personnel. 
After thorough discussion, the college authority decided to install IMD calibrated weather instruments 
and would provide daily weather data to IMD, Alipore and in return IMD would provide technical 
support for installation and maintenances of the observatory . 
IMD officials visited the observatory installation site in the month of March,2023 . After getting 
green signal from them the college had collected quotations from various organisations and New 
Techno Lab. of Pune, Maharastra had been selected for the procurement of the instruments. 

In the first phase college authority had decided to install one Stevenson screen with thermometers ( max.& 
min.) hygrometer( wet& dry) an ORG , one Anemometer , and one wind vane . Air pressure related 
data would be acquired from the barometer already installed at Geography department . College had 
decided to purchase one digital barometer later . 
Installation of the observatory had been done in the month of May.2023 under the efficient supervision of 
IMD officials, Mr. Suman Chatterjee and Mr. Soumitra Sen Gupta . It took consecutive three days to 
complete the installation and it started to provide local weather data from the next day. Monoj 
Adak,alumnus of our college, has been entrusted the responsibility to measure, record and share the data 
and providing the same at IMD, Alipore through online. 

 



 
On 17th august 2023 the college has signed MOU with IMD and became a part time observatory under 
IMD,Alipore in presence of Mr.Sanjib Bandhyopadhya , Director ,IMD and other officials. On behalf of 

Ramsaday College Dr. Debkumar Mukherjee , Principal has signed the MOU. 
 
The college has started to display the daily weather data with forecast as advised by IMD in college campus. 

 


